
Beyond the RTs
Why Twitter still matters - and how a data-driven approach is

helping one council get more from the platform



Zoom Poll

As a comms professional, how is your relationship 
with Twitter?



The social media landscape in 2023

Twitter  19.05 million UK users (4* highest in world)
Facebook  46.3 million UK users (highest use is by those aged over 45)
Instagram  32.3 million users (25 - 34 year olds use is highest)
Linkedin  34.9 million UK users (used by 58% of 25 - 34 years old)
TikTok  23 million UK users (44% of users are aged over 25)
NextDoor  27 million UK users a month (* NextDoor quoted figure)
WhatsApp  30.1 million UK users (used by 80% of 18 - 24 year olds)

source statista.com

http://statista.com/






Is it too soon to drop Twitter?
Here are four reasons why I believe councils should remain on Twitter

1. Twitter is (currently) still powerful and punches above its weight
2. We have communities and networks on Twitter
3. Twitter is still the go-to customer services channel on social media
4. The conversations will just go on without us if we’re not there - risk 

of creating voids



In-house perspective



How can data help us?
● Helps make decisions on what we know - not just what we think.
● Assess effectiveness of BAU & alignment to comms strategy
● Inform and adjust tactics - make the case for change
● Helps us test and evaluate new approaches
● We can use data to advocate for courses of action and demonstrate 

value

Data can help us to be;

● More effective
● More efficient
● More credible



Beyond Twitter analytics

● ‘Vanity metrics’.
● Restricted range and 

functionality
● Tells you little about your 

audience.
● Locks you out of the good stuff



Get your data into an Excel spreadsheet!



Filter and Sort are your friends



Write down your beliefs, arguments, 
theories or hunches - and then use data 
to give them a good test.

Getting started



Twitter posts with video content get the highest levels of 
engagement

Why would it be useful to know this?

- Inform tactical use of video in future
- Make informed decisions on use of (limited) resources
- Challenge internal ‘demands’
- Build clearer picture of content that resonates

Central Bedfordshire - Theory 1



Theory 1

Photos 
(962)

Videos 
(205) 1.56% 1.46%

Twitter posts with video content get the highest levels of engagement.



Theory 1

Twitter posts with video content get the highest levels of 
engagement.

The data does not support this theory.

- On average, Tweets with images and Tweets with videos get 
the same level of engagement.



Theory 2

95% of our Twitter followers never engage with any content

Why would it be useful to know this?

- Establish a baseline for organic reach
- Understand channel limitations (and strengths)

Use to;
- support a case for investment (time and or money)
- inform tactical use of channels (eg in a campaign)
- Set realistic KPIs

.



Theory 2

How to test this?

- Filter 2022 dataset so we are seeing only the Tweets from 
2022 that had RTs, Likes or Replies

- Identify Twitter handles of everyone who engaged with 
those Tweets

- Use Excel to calculate number of unique ‘engagers’



Theory 2

- From 1665 Tweets in 2022, 766 had some form of 
engagement (a Reply, Like or ReTweet)

- There were a total of 1937 engagements from 556 unique 
accounts



Theory 2

- Central Beds has 16,400 Twitter followers
- 550 unique users engaged in 2022

- 550 / 16,400 x 100 = 3% of followers engaged

-  So, 97% of Followers did not engage

- (Assumption - everyone who engaged is a Follower)



Theory 2

95% of our Twitter followers never engage with any content.

The data strongly supports this theory

- Further analysis suggested that 34 users accounted for 50% of all 
engagements - around half of these users are corporate accounts.

- 10 of the 34 look like they could be residents (several councillors or 
officers).

- Number of residents who engaged in 2022 roughly estimated to be 
in the low hundreds (but needs further testing).



 
● Small numbers - analyse and categorise them (orgs, staff etc..)
● Who are the big influencers - and who are they connected to?
● Geography useful for specific comms (eg local consultations) 

Back to basics
● Follow key accounts back if they are actively engaging
● Making use of Topical / Geographical Twitter Lists
● Tagging + RT requests

● Further steps? Local Government Twitter benchmarking / peer 
learning group

How have these findings informed tactics?

34 users 
accounted for 
half of all 
engagements



Thoughts and Questions



Thank you for 
attending!
alex@whetstonecomms.com
darrencaveney@gmail.com
georgiaturnercommunications@gmail.com
alan.ferguson@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk 
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